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SV-888 Barnaby



Southern Republic Armoured Gear Transport Equipmen Equipmentt Ruler, preferably steel White (PVA) glue Sharp knife Nail scissors Paint brush Chopstick, crochet hook, pencil or similar Optional: Old plastic model sprues. Before you begin, you may wish to apply a light coat of spray fixative or flat varnish (e.g.: Testor’s Dullcote) to an inkjet printout of the model. This will make it more water resistant. Alternately, you can apply the fixative afterwards, which can eliminate any shiny parts from dried white glue. As a general rule, all parts should be cut with a knife and ruler for best results. White glue can be applied with a paintbrush to ensure even coverage. If applied fairly sparingly (just like paint), the join will dry quickly. After it’s dry, apply more glue to reinforce the join, if desired.



the exception of the inside reinforcement). You may also want to apply a thin coat of glue along the outside of the seam for extra strength. The ends of the cones need to be quite flat; when the glue is setting, hold the end against a flat surface.



Chassis. The chassis is simply a long, flat box with one side. When assembling, try to ensure that the top surface (labelled B) is completely flat, to ensure a good fit with the vehicle bay.



Step 3.



Step 12. Body assembly. Glue the completed cab to the



Step 4. Vehicle bay. The bay is a flat box with one bevelled



the parts labelled B.



edge. Make sure that surfaces A and B are completely flat.



parts, especially along the tab lines. Scoring will usually result in a both a very sharp edge, which may be desirable, and a white seam, which usually isn’t. When cutting out the struts and braces, leave extra white space along the sides, as the parts must be folded and cut.



sections. Start at the bottom and glue the tabs to one side up to the section labelled A. Proceed similarly for the top section of the cab, making sure that the last fold is in the opposite direction (valley fold) from all the rest. This fold is indicated on the sheet. Make sure that side A is as flat as possible.



Step 2.



Axles and wheels. Although there are tabs supplied for these parts, they’ll go together much more naturally if the tabs are removed and a piece of plain paper glued in back as a tab. Both wheels and axles are truncated cones. The sides need to be gently curved by wrapping around a rounded object such as a pencil or a chopstick. A nicely curved surface results if you use the same method as curling a ribbon. Glue the sides of the cone together using the supplied tab, or butt-join the edges of the paper and secure with a paper tab behind the seam. When this is dry, carefully fold over one end and glue. No tabs are supplied — a join along the seam is sufficient. When this is dry, reinforce it on the inside using a paintbrush. Repeat for the other side (with



box-like accessories which attach to the front of the cab. None of these have any tabs; their small size makes them unnecessary. The two smaller pieces form a wedge; the larger, central piece forms a box with a sloping side. (optional). Radiator. The radiator is simply a long box with one sloped side. For the best fit, make sure that the side facing the cab is completely flat.



Step 5. Cab. The cab is easier to assemble if you work in



For a better looking model, you may wish to paint all the edges (and score lines) to match the colour.



Step 10 (optional). Bumper accessories. There are three small



When both halves of the wheel/axle combo are dry, glue wide ends of the cones together, making sure they’re centred. You may wish to align the seams as well, so that they can be placed facing down, thus hiding them from casual view.



Step 1. Cut out all parts. You may wish to score some of the



The wheels and axles can be difficult to cut out using a knife. For circles, curved nail scissors can be very helpful.



cardstock used, you may not even have to use the entire rectangular strip.



Glue the other side of the cab together, leaving only the section labelled A hanging down. When the assembly is dry, fold up section A and glue into place, as if completing a box.



Step 6. Visor. Fold the visor in half along the line and glue the halves together. To ensure that it remains flat, dry under a big stack of books or other heavy weight.



Step 7. Struts. Score along the fold line if you have not already done so. Fold and glue the halves together (they won’t match if you’ve just cut the parts out roughly). Set aside to dry as for the visor. When dry, cut out the rest of the part; you should now have a strut of double thickness cardstock. Optional: Cut out the black ovals on the struts. You may also wish to drill a small hole above the openings to allow for a piece of stretched sprue to be inserted.



Step 8. Braces. Follow the same folding and gluing procedure as for the struts.



Step 9



(optional). Bumper. The bumper comes in two parts. Roll the rectangular strips into a very tight tube and glue together. The tube should have the same diameter as the drawing of the bumper on the front of the cab. Depending on the thickness of



Step 11



vehicle bay by matching the parts labelled A. The cab is not flush with the top of the vehicle bay; not he line on side A.



Step 13. Glue the chassis to the completed body by matching Step 14. Wheels. There’s no exact placement for the wheels marked on the chassis. However, there’s only barely enough room for four wheels on each side, so it shouldn’t be much of a problem. Begin by working from the cab towards the rear of the Barnaby. The last wheel will stick out slightly. The chassis will not cover the entire axle assembly; only the top half will be glued. Reinforce as necessary.



Step 15



(optional). Cab final assembly. The bumper is optional, as a two dimensional version is printed on the cab. Glue the central piece to the cab, making sure that it’s aligned correctly (use the illustration on the cab as a guide). Glue a section of bumper (the cylinders) to each side. Note: depending on the thickness of your cardstock and the accuracy of your rolling, you may need to trim the length of the cylinder. Dry fit the bumper, bumper accessory (light) and strut to make sure it all fits correctly. Glue the bumper accessory (light) the other side of the bumper. Glue the radiator over the picture of the radiator on the cab, making sure the alignment is correct.



Step 16. Struts. Glue the struts to the cab, using the edge of the light as a guide. There should be a small space between the strut and the outside of the cab. If you have not assembled the optional pieces, use the pictures on the cab as a guide. You may wish to reinforce the struts by adding a filet of glue to each side.



Step 17. Braces. Glue the braces to the bottom of the struts. The bottom of the braces should hang down slightly below the bottom of the cab. Refer to the photograph and Dream Pod 9 DP9-039 Southern Vehicle Compendium 2.



Step 18. Visor. Glue the to the panel above the windshield of the cab, at whichever jaunty angle you prefer.



Step 19



(optional). Visor supports and metal bar. Use a piece of stretched plastic model sprue or wire to create supports for the visor. Glue one on each side, with one end at the end of the visor and the other in the black area beside the windshield. Thread a piece of sprue through the holes in the struts. Paint these three items as required. Other options: you may wish to glue a small piece of cork board to inside of the cab, on the roof, underneath the round area to the left of the top hatch. Mount a small weapon on a pin and shove it through, and your Barnaby will now sport a pintle mounted weapon.



© 2003 Paul Lesack For personal use only. Unauthorized commercial use is strictly prohibited. Heavy Gear, Barnaby and the Southern Republic eagle logo are TM Dream Pod 9, and are used by permission. Find this and other models at http://www.dp9.com.
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HG 90 BOXE - Domyos 

Ne pas approcher vos mains,pieds et cheveux de .... COTE GAUCHE. LEFT SIDE ..... Pour régler la tension, tourner la molette située sous le siège (dessin 1).
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HG 60 - Domyos 

COTE GAUCHE. HG 60. 128 kg ... du produit. 14. Ne pas approcher vos mains et pieds des pièces en mouvement. 15. .... Régler le leg de manière à ce que le ...
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Extrait Methode HG 
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hg 970 3d electro - Domyos 

Et enfin ELECTRO : car vous aurez la possibilité de programmer vos exercices sur un compteur électronique. Cette HOME GYM est un appareil de musculation ...
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Nuclide inventories in Hg-targets - WP5 

Aug 15, 2006 - 2.33E+005 2.70E+000 7.40E-003. 6.25E+002. Sb124. 5.20E+006 6.02E+001 1.65E- ...... 5.99E+004 6.93E-001. 1.90E-003. 1.07E+006. Ir187.
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DNL HG Angl. Term. - Presentations List 

in english) in front of the class. It will be mostly based on one ... Authors@Google: Joseph Stiglitz (2006): Nobel Prize-winning economist. Joseph Stiglitz speaks ...
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DNL HG Angl. Term. - Presentations List 

Schlosser, Eric, Fast Food Nation: What the All-American Meal Is Doing to · the World, Penguin Books, 2007. ISBN 9780141035314. Huntington, Samuel P.
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DG.. CG.. HG.. MGE.. MGS.. Series - Houseneeds 

Asimismo, al conectar un conducto frlexible al conjunto de collarín y regulador (mariposa), si hay que instalar un codo contiguo, tenga cuidado de montar el ...
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UNEP Hg Inventory Toolkit French 

Ã  lit fluidisÃ©) qui se distinguent par la maniÃ¨re avec laquelle le carburant ... Les chaudiÃ¨re Ã  lit fluidisÃ© utilise un lit de matiÃ¨res inactives (exemple, sable et ou.
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ange de la mort une enquete de linspecteur barnaby ... AWS 

PDF Subject: Ange De La Mort Une Enquete De Linspecteur Barnaby Policiers Its strongly recommended to start read the Intro section, next on the Quick Discussion and find out all the topic coverage within this PDF file one after the other. Or perhaps 
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The radiotoxic and conventional toxic relevance of Hg-target ... - WP5 

W, indicating that a solid tungsten target will lead to a total activity of only 10 % ... production rate for a solid W-target will be higher than for a liquid Hg one, ...
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Engineering design and construction of a functional liquid Hg ... - WP5 

Engineering design and ... in their construction to classical electrical machines. .... can reach the boiling temperature of mercury, which through a building of.
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les premiers hommes dans la lune by hg wells ... AWS 

This. Les Premiers Hommes Dans La Lune By HG Wells PDF on the files/S3Library-4e3b2-998f7-72d47-50857-2513d.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if provid
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Licensing aspects for multi-MW spallation sources with an Hg ... - WP5 

Aug 15, 2006 - frequency limit of DBA is continuing to decrease with increasing safety ...... http://www.bmu.de/sachthemen/abfallwirtschaft/bmu_stadt/pd/.
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code de commerce 2017 annote codes dalloz universitaires et professionnels dbid hg 
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Page 1 3U of Wald J3 U ()t,0DODFIf a Hg (D i Café (D, Cd56 5. it 3& ... 

a ) - ific is of (killi: ) the three Graces. Agrément Charne Attrait Pardon Abolition Rémission. Remise Bienfait Service Bon office Faveur Beauté. Clémence Bonté ...
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PROJET DYNAMo. BLANC SUR BLANC / A MEDLEY OF WHITES. Par/B :Christian Bergeron / Photos: Anne Sophie Goneau. Agence de design Web situÃ©e ...
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